
The Mindful Walker Presents: 
Simplify Workshop - Module 1 - Simplify Your Schedule 
 
 
TODAY'S ASSIGNMENT: 
 

● Take out a pen and a lovely notebook or piece of paper that makes you feel good. (Don’t 
do this on scrap paper or it will feel unimportant and disposable.) Also, it’s important to 
use paper, even if you normally do everything on a keyboard. There is something 
powerful about putting pen to paper with your hand. Note: If you have the opportunity 
and the weather permits, I suggest sitting outdoors to do this assignment or even taking 
a walk before you do it. Multiple scientific studies have found that concentration is better 
in outdoor spaces and that the blue of the sky stimulates creative thinking. 

● Close your eyes and take a cleansing breath. Ask your Inner Knowing (even if you feel 
silly doing it - just go with it) what are the 5 to 6 most significant things you want or 
need to do THIS WEEK? These can be things around the house or things at work, 
things you have been putting off or things you do every week, things that involve another 
person or things that you do alone. (One of them could be to complete the Simplify 
Challenge each day this week!) You do NOT have to write them down, but you can if it 
feels helpful. 

● Open your eyes and with the week's priorities in your mind, make a list of six 
things you will do TOMORROW. (These may or may not be things that relate directly 
to your priority items, but keeping them in mind as you formulate your list will help you 
find ways to move toward those goals.) Just one caveat: One of your daily items 
should be something that supports your personal mental, physical, or spiritual 
well-being: A walk in the woods, a bubble bath, 20 minutes spent enjoying a hobby, 
coffee with a bestie - whatever. This is not indulgence - THIS IS WHAT WILL GIVE YOU 
THE CLARITY AND ENERGY TO ACCOMPLISH EVERYTHING ELSE! Sir Richard 
Branson kite surfs nearly every day. Just saying. 

● Assign a priority to each of your items and label them 1 to 6. (If there is something 
already scheduled for the next day, such as a dental appointment or a haircut, list it as 
one of the six items and give it a priority. If you feel yourself resisting putting that item on 
the list, it could be an indication that the scheduled activity is NOT actually a priority and 
should be dropped from your day.) 

● When you start your day tomorrow, start on priority number one and give that one 
task your full attention, as you are able. This is called being present and is the very 
essence of a mindful life. Do not move on to the second priority on your list until the first 
is complete. NO MULTITASKING. If something comes up that can't be ignored (a little 
"rock") simply address it and return to your list. 

● At the end of the day, remove the completed items from the priority list and make a new 
six-item list including anything you did not finish. Priorities change from one day to the 
next, so no need to hold yourself forever to something you listed last week. The 
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important thing is to check in with yourself each time before making your list, to 
ensure that your weekly and daily priorities are still in line with your Wisdom. 
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